#ShareYourRare

Share Your Rare

Raising awareness of mental health and
genetic conditions through art and conversation

Your Rare Drawings
Your Rare Drawings is an activity to explore the diverse experiences of having, living, or
working with rare genetic conditions.
Our goal is to channel your voices and stories to the wider community, so that people can
learn about rare genetic conditions from your experiences.
We do this through drawings.

Why drawing?

Drawing is a very creative activity. When we
are drawing, we think about the subject of
the drawing and make new connections in
a completely different way than if we were
asked to simply talk about it.
Since we can’t simply draw what we would
say, we must think about how to represent it
visually, and this helps us see things from a
new perspective.
Another great aspect about drawing is that it
helps to change the dynamic between people
who have rare genetic conditions and those
who research and work with them.
Clinical language is often very technical
and doesn’t reflect the lived experience of
people with rare genetic conditions and

their families. We see drawing as a means to
find common ground and to talk about rare
genetic conditions. By asking people with
rare genetic conditions, their families, their
carers, researchers and health professionals
to draw about them, we can find new ways to
bring these experiences to the fore. It will be
a shared experience, as everyone discovers
a new way of expressing their experiences
together.

Certificate of participation

We very much appreciate you taking part in
this activity. By doing so you will receive a
digital certificate of participation and we will
contact you to let you know how we have
used your contributions in the creation of
the joint artworks that will be exhibited in
due course.

How can you take part in the activity?
Simply follow the steps below!
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Step 1

Draw!

The activity is very simple. Express yourselves on paper!
We will provide you with topics (page 3); you just have to provide the
materials.

YOU’LL NEED
Sheets of paper (A4 drawing paper is fine, but you can use larger or smaller sheets
of paper if you have them)
Drawing / painting tools: pencils, crayons, pastels, ink, felt-tip pens, paint, glitter, cutouts from magazines, anything that can go on paper
Alternatively, if you want to draw on an iPad or a computer, please feel free to do so

Step 2

Write down your thoughts about your drawings

Step 3

Send us your drawings by email

We’d like a couple of sentences about your drawing and the subject that
you chose. What was the process that you went through while drawing it?
What is the thing that people should take away from your drawing?

If you used paper, please use a camera to take a picture of your drawing; a
phone camera is fine.
Please follow these steps to get the best quality image:

Take the photo during the daytime, using indirect
natural light if possible
Place the drawing on a flat, clear surface, such as
a table or kitchen counter
If you are sending us more than one drawing,
please take a picture of each drawing separately
Please send us the photos in the original size and
in several emails if you need to
Please send the drawing file and your thoughts to
creativecomplexity@cardiff.ac.uk

Please note that by submitting your drawing, you are consenting to the picture being used
by the Creative Complexity project. You can find information on how your data will be used
via this link tinyurl.com/etpy3y9x
Please include your name and your relationship to rare genetic conditions on the email if
you want it to be displayed with your picture.
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Step 4

Recombined drawings: Now comes our part!

We will take your artworks and apply a process of “recombination” to
them.
Each person is a recombination of the genetic material of their parents
(or grandparents, to be more precise). Recombining is literally that;
chromosomes are spliced together from two copies at random points
along their lengths, and the resulting mixture is unique for each child of
that child’s parents.
We will create genetics-inspired art by recombining the images by
blending them together using digital processes that mirror what happens
in biology.
At a later date, we will share the blended images with you and ask you
to select the images that you like best, and tell us why. While doing this,
we invite you to reflect on the idea that these images are a blend of your
drawings and those of other participants whose lives are touched by rare
genetic conditions in some way. They represent the blending of your
shared and different experiences.

TOPICS
Rare genetic conditions:
You may be a child, young adult or adult who has a rare genetic condition,
or a relative or carer for someone with a rare genetic condition. You may
even be a clinician or researcher in rare genetic conditions. We want you
to draw something, anything. It can be you, something important to you,
an activity that you love to do, something about your personality, your
favourite thing, the way you think, or anything else that you can think of.
genetic conditions.

Covid-19 and lockdown:
Covid-19 has changed our world in the past year. Many of us have spent
much of our time indoors, and we have had to find new ways to contact our
friends and family. It has been a frightening and confusing time for many
people, but other people have found that their lives have become simpler
and less stressful.
Please draw something for us that reflects your life in lockdown. Your
favourite aspect of it, your least favourite aspect of it. The place that you
went first when the last lockdown ended, or the things that you did that
helped you get through lockdowns, or anything else that you can think of.
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STYLES
Any style is fine. You can see examples on pages 5 and 6! From paper cut-outs,
pencil, felt tip pens, photographs, to anything else you would like! You can be
completely literal, completely abstract, or somewhere in between.

TIPS

BUT I CAN’T DRAW!
We aren’t looking for the next
Picasso, we are looking for your
personal experiences through
drawing. Children generally find
it easy to express themselves
through drawing, adults often less
so as we have fallen out of the
habit of drawing as a relaxing, fun
pass time. This is your chance to
dust off the creative cobwebs and
rediscover the pleasure of drawing
as a form of expression.

WORKING AS A FAMILY
It is up to you whether you draw
collaboratively as a family, or each
person creates their own drawing.
We encourage those who can draw
independently to do so, however.

CREATIVE BLOCK
You may find it difficult to get started. Even experienced artists can find a blank
piece of paper intimidating! If this is the case, you can start the process by drawing
anything! Draw the first thing that comes into your head, or the first thing you see.
Draw something from the last book you read or the last TV show you watched.
Draw abstract shapes and doodles. Whilst doing this, think about connections
between what you are drawing and the subject matter of rare genetic conditions.
Take your time, and do several drawings if you want to. Once you are warm-up
and inspired, do your actual drawing. Or if you really like one of your warm-up
drawings, send us that one!
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Examples

Ben’s drawing represents the distracted state he finds himself in
as someone with attention deficit disorder.

Neus’ drawing represents her experience of living with anxiety.
The colours depict thoughts and the pointy lines reflect on how
sharply anxiety can feel. She made several drawings and chose
this one as the most representative one.
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Jeanne’s drawing
represents the screens
in her life. She explains:
‘I’m not sure they’re
my favourite objects,
but they are definitely
the ones I couldn’t be
without. They are my
lenses on the world,
especially during the
pandemic, but I do feel
constrained by them.’

Sam’s drawing entitled
Empty Brain represents
how he felt on a late
afternoon on a Friday,
after working very hard
during the week on his
research.

Catrin’s drawing is
based on her mental
state when making it.
She tried to show how
she felt like she was
stuck in loops recently.
She felt like lockdown
and pressure from
work had made her
moods more extreme
and she experienced
waves of feeling low
and also been quicker
to anger.
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